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Performance in every detail

™

Exceptional performances demand the perfect environment. Every detail must come

1. Complete Rigging
Solutions

4. Full Stage Acoustical
Enclosures

7. Fixed & Portable
Audience Seating

2. Sound Isolation
Solutions

5. Orchestra Pit Fillers
& Stage Extensions

8. Performance Space
Furnishings

3. Performance-based
Acoustics

6. Flexible Staging
Solutions

9. Inspection and
Service

together to work in harmony.
That’s why Wenger and J.R. Clancy offer the most complete line of advanced rigging,
hoists, staging, seating, acoustics and other innovative solutions. Designed for flawless
performance, our products transform ordinary venues into the extraordinary. From
standard installations to our exceptional design assistance and custom capabilities
to make products specific to your needs, we understand how to achieve your vision.
With our leading reputation for reliability and safety earned over decades of service,
you can trust our experts. We also understand challenging constraints like budgets
and building restrictions. Together, we can create the ultimate performing arts venue.

From backstage to the back row, Wenger and J.R. Clancy products are designed
for flawless performance. With exceptional design assistance, project management
and after-sale service, you’ll find our experts are easy to work with and passionate
about your success.

Your Performance Partners

Visit our blog: YourPerformancePartners.com to learn more.
info@wengercorp.com • wengercorp.com • jrclancy.com
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Our complete line of automated and

Create superior sound isolation

Perfect sound in any venue with ease

From shells to automated systems, we’ll

With our innovative designs, extend any

Each staging, riser and platform option

Create efficient and flexible seating

We offer a full line of performance

We are meticulous about all details but

manual rigging options–from simple

solutions not only for music rehearsal

using our leading technologies: Virtual

work closely with your acoustician to

stage flawlessly. Our integrated systems

is strong, easy to handle and fast to set

arrangements. Our ergonomic seating

space furnishings. No need to look

especially when it comes to service.

to complex–have been putting motion

space but to keep backstage noise

Acoustic Environment (VAE™), Transform™

select the best solution to tune your

are extremely quiet and strong as well

up. No matter where you perform, you’ll

is designed for quiet comfort with

elsewhere. Stage boxes to music

Our annual inspections help protect

into performances for 130 years.

where it belongs – backstage.

Motorized Acoustical Banner and

performance venue for the best sound.

as incredibly spacious underneath.

have confidence in our support.

superb aesthetics and durability.

stands with one call. Our attention to

your investment and ensure safety.

Transcend™ Active Acoustic System.

details big and small make a difference.

